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Abstract-Verifying large industrial designs is getting harder undetected bugs? In which modules the verification team
each day. The current verification methodologies are not able to should concentrate their effort? The objective of this paper is to
guarantee bug free designs. Some recurrent questions during use software engineering techniques to answer these questions.
a design verification are: Which modules are most likely to
contain undetected bugs? In which modules the verification The novelty of this work Si to poit which hardware modules
team should concentrate their effort? This information is very are most likely to have design bugs using history information
useful, because it is better to start verifying the most bug-prone available in concurrent versioning systems [13], [14]. Mining
modules. In this work we present a novel approach to answer software repositories to track design history changes and bug
these questions. In order to identify these bug-prone modules
the revision history of the design is used. Using information of re isoa w idelyse te e insotre velon t.
an academic experiment, we demonstrate that there is a close The iformation available i these concurrent versionig sys-
relationship between bugs/changes history and future bugs. Our tems are useful to predict future bugs and to model bugs
results show that allocating modules for verification based on patterns that helps reducing future bugs.
bugs/changes leaded to the coverage of 91.67% of future bugs, This paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 discusses related
while random based strategy covered only 37.5% of the future work mainly focused in software engineering techniques to
bugs. identify bug-prone modules. In Section 3 we present the

I. INTRODUCTION proposed methodology for finding bug-prone modules. Section
4 presents the results and finally in Section 5 we conclude our

The capacity of packing transistors in a single chip is remarks and present future work.
still growing exponentially according to Moore's law [1]-[3].
Today's high-performance processors designs use hundreds of II. RELATED WORK
millions of transistors and clock frequencies up to Gigahertz. The strategy of using the revision history information to
These complex processors should be designed and qualified predict bug-prone software modules is not new. There is a rich
for production respecting tight time-to-market constraints. literature available and nowadays many research groups are

Unfortunately, the gap between design and verification working on this problem [15]. Although an active and promi-
is getting larger. Current verification methodologies are not nent research area in software engineering, it was not found
capable to validate complex industrial integrated circuits in previous works on the use of revision history information on
time, even consuming 60%-70% of all design cycle [4]- integrated circuit design. Thus, this Section will discuss the
[6]. This scenario is illustrated by many buggy processors main works on predicting bug-prone software modules.
reports. Perhaps the most famous is the Pentium Floating In [16], it has been proposed an algorithm to build a list of
Point Bug [7], that costed to Intel 500 million dollars. In bug-prone modules. This list was built using 4 factors: most
1999, another bug, now in Pentium III [8], caused a drastic frequently modified, most recently modified, most frequently
decrease in Intel's servers sales. In 2003, some Pentium IV fixed, most recently fixed. The 4 factors are used to generate
masks [9] presented malfunctioning in certain conditions and 4 different lists that are combined to produce the top-ten bug-
some buggy Itanium 2 [10] chips were recalled by Intel. Other prone list. This approach is very similar to a memory cache
companies like AMD [11] and IBM [12] also had similar and it is used to assist managers to allocate their limited
problems. testing resources. A similar work is presented in [20], [21]. A

In traditional verification methodologies, the modules of a negative binomial regression model was developed and used
system are not verified together. Each module is individually to predict expected number of bugs in each file on the next
verified using functional and/or formal techniques. Even when release of a software. The model was applied to two large
verifying individual modules of a system, some bugs are industrial systems and the 20% of files with highest expected
not identified. So, which modules are most likely to contain bug densities contained 83% of the future bugs.
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The works [17], [18] combine software complexity metrics is the module where the bug was identified. Students were
like Lines of Code (LoC), number of unique operators, and instructed to report all modules that were affected by a bug.
cyclomatic complexity, with revision history information, like
bug densities, to classify the modules that are more likely to Bug correction
contain bugs. This is done using regression and calculating
weights for each factor. They were able to predict 10% of the
modules where 64% of all bugs, and 20% of the modules that Verification Bug detection
contain 82% of the bugs. .- Simulator .- B Report

The work presented in [22] uses change management data
from a mature software system to predict the bug distribution
over modules. The results show that if a module is, on the
average, a year older than a similar other module, the older
module will have a third fewer bugs. Their results also show
that a good metric to predict bugs is the the sum of the
times a module was changed, with large and recent changes Fig. 1. Experimental Environment Architecture
receiving the most weight. [23] is other work that explores the
amount and size of modifications to predict bugs. The results IV. RESULTS
discussed indicate that relative code change measurements

(chaged-oG/oG) re ette topredct ugs hanabsoute The results presented in this Section were obtained from a
measurments(changed-LoG).oCarebettertopredictbugsthanabsol team composed by 5 students. The final design contains 3079

Lines of Code (LoC). The distribution of the LoC among

III. METHODOLOGY the modules is presented in Figure 2. The modules sizes
are generally well balanced except for module 10, which

The first challenge of this work was to find bug and represents almost one third of the total LoC.
revision history information of hardware designs. Even when
considering only bug reports, despite the great number of bugs
in large-scale projects, this information is poorly published. 1000
It is a common practice in industry to keep track of bugs,
but unfortunately this information is considered too critical 800
to be made public. Detailed bug reports could expose unde- 7O
sired flaws during the chip development thus decreasing the O 600
credibility of the company. 0
The solution for this challenge is to use information of

academic designs. This is a well established research prac- *
tice [24], [25]. The experiment was conducted as the project
for a Computer Architecture course given at UFMG during 200
the winter of 2007. The participation of the students was not
mandatory, but extra grade was offered to the volunteers that 0

' ~~~~~~~~~~12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11commit and fill bug reports often. Module
During the course the students should design, in Verilog Module

HDL, a dual core 32-bit RISC processor. The processor Fig. 2. Lines of code per module at the end of the project
instruction set is MIPS32 compatible [26]. Each core has
2 blocks of write-back cache: instruction with 128 Kb, and The total number of bugs is given in Figure 3. During the
data with 256 Kb. The cache coherence protocol is write- modules development, 10 bugs were reported. It is easy to see
update. Some instructions should not be implemented, like that the bug distribution does not follow a linear pattern. Some
multiplication, multi-processing, synchronization, and prefetch modules were more bug-prone than others, which is already
instructions. The pipeline is composed by 5 stages: Fetch, expected.
Decode, Execution, Memory Access, and Write Back. Figure 4 presents the bug density among modules (Bugs I

Figure 1 illustrates the experimental environment used by LoC). When inspecting the bug density of the modules it is
the students. During 4 months of development the groups clear that there is no relationship between the size and the
(composed by 4 or 5 students) should always use CVS number of bugs. For example, the most problematic modules
(Concurrent Versioning System) to keep track of the design are 3 and 4. They were responsible for 35.45% of the reported
evolution. They were also responsible to validate design using bugs while their size are only 17.83% of the total LoC.
a Verilog simulator. Once a bug was identified, a bug report In order to demonstrate the relationship between past re-
should be filled. The bug report structure is very similar to the vision history metrics and future bugs rate, the development
one used in [24]. One important information that was added time of each module was divided in two partitions. Partition 1



45 the modules; and the cost threshold is the maximum number

40 of LoC.
35 In this experiment, the threshold of allocatable LoC is 1013.

This number was arbitrated, and it is the size of the biggest
30 module. For the purpose of comparing the efficiency of the

; 25 allocation strategies, the optimal solution for this instance of
the problem was found. Although this is an NP-Complete20 -problem, for this instance (size 11), the brute force algorithm

15 running time is satisfatory. The optimal solution for this

10 instance is able to include modules that covers 24 bugs out
5 -

of 33 possible. So the efficiency of allocating strategies is
based on this optimal solution. Table II lists 3 metrics gen-

0 erated using the information retrieved from CVS repository.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Module The revision history allocation strategies use information like

change densities of both partitions (first 75% and last 25%)
Fig. 3. Bugs per module at the end of the project and bug density of first partition to predict the bug density of

the second partition.

0.08 Table III presents 5 allocation strategies. The first is the
optimal solution and is used as a reference. The second and

0.07 the third allocation strategies are based, respectively, on the

o 0.06 bug and change densities of the first partition (75%). The
2 algorithm used to achieve this solution is very simple. The
o 0.05 modules are sorted by bug or change density in first partition

0.04 and then they are included in sequence. If the threshold is
exceeded, the module is removed and the next module is

Q 0.03 included. Both strategies include the same modules and are

0.02 able to predict 87.5% of the bugs in the second partition. The

0.01 -
fourth allocation strategy assumes that relationship between
bugs per change is constant in both partitions. This solution

0 _ predicts the modules where 91.67 % of the possible bugs are
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 located. The last allocation strategy does not consider design

Module history information. It is a random solution selected from a

Fig.4. Bug Density per module a the endoftheprojectset of average solutions. This set was built selecting every
solution that meet the average of all possible solutions. This
strategy predicts only 37.5% of the future bugs.

corresponds to the first 75% days of development and partition
2 to the last 25%. The number of days of both partitions was
calculated based on the difference between the last and the V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
first change date of each module. This information is shown
in Table I. Traditional verification methodologies do not consider de-

sign revision history when allocating verification resources.
A. Allocation of Verification Resources This work demonstrated the relevance of this information

The problem presented in this Section is the allocation of while defining bug-prone modules. Results from an academic
n modules to be first verified. The size of these modules development of a dual core RISC processor were presented.
should not exceed a fixed number of LoC. The idea behind In this experiment, the students had to use revision control
this experiment is that once the development is completed, system (CVS) and fill bug reports. The experiment showed
it is better to start verifying the most bug-prone modules, that higher densities of past bugs and changes leads to higher
resulting in early identification of more bugs. The classical future bug densities. Allocating modules for verification based
NP-Complete [27] 0/1 Knapsack problem [28] can be reduced on past bug/changes was able to predict 23 bugs while random
to proposed problem. The 0/1 Knapsack problem consists of, based strategy was able to predict only 9 bugs (out of 24).
given a set of items, each with a cost and a value, determine As future work, we intent to automate the process of
each items to include in a set, so that the total cost is less than extracting information from repository with the purpose of
a given threshold and the total value is as large as possible. In becoming capable to analyze the events in more detail. We are
the reduction, the items correspond to modules; the value to also looking for cooperation in industry to apply the proposed
the number of bugs in the last partition; the cost to the LoC of techniques in real world complex designs.



TABLE I
METRICS RETRIEVED FROM REPOSITORY IN FIRST 75%, LAST 25%, AND TOTAL DEVELOPMENT CYCLE

Module
Partition 1 (First 75%) Partition 2 (Last 25%) Final (100%)

ABugs AChanges ALoC ABugs AChanges ALoC Bugs Changes LoC
1 5 12 145 2 5 14 7 17 159
2 2 8 271 1 1 1 3 9 270
3 10 34 180 12 19 125 22 53 305
4 10 34 180 7 14 64 17 48 244
5 2 4 329 0 1 3 2 5 326
6 6 16 308 1 2 0 7 18 308
7 4 14 146 0 0 0 4 14 146
8 0 5 87 2 3 0 2 8 87
9 3 5 135 1 2 3 4 7 138
10 33 75 967 7 9 46 40 84 1013
11 2 6 83 0 1 0 2 7 83

Total 77 213 2831 33 57 256 110 270 3079

TABLE II
METRICS USED IN REVISION HISTORY BASED ALLOCATION STRATEGIES

Module LoC (75%) Changes (75%) Bugs (75%) x Changes(25%)LoC ~LoC Cageshags2%
1 0.0345 0.0828 2.0833
2 0.0074 0.0295 0.2500
3 0.0556 0.1889 5.5882
4 0.0556 0.1889 4.1176
5 0.0061 0.0122 0.5000
6 0.0195 0.0519 0.7500
7 0.0274 0.0959 0.0000
8 0.0000 0.0575 0.0000
9 0.0222 0.0370 1.2000
10 0.0341 0.0776 3.9600
11 0.0241 0.0723 0.3333

TABLE III
MODULES ALLOCATION STRATEGIES AND RESULTS

Allocation Strategy Modules LoC (100%) Detected Bugs Efficiency
Optimal 1, 3, 4, 8, 9 933 24 100%
Bug Density (75%) 1, 3, 4, 7, 11 937 21 87.50%
Change Density (75%) 1, 3, 4, 7, 11 937 21 87.50%
Bugs/Changes (75%) * Changes (25%) 1, 3, 4, 9, 11 929 22 91.67%
Random 1, 4, 5, 7, 11 958 9 37.50%
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